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Preparing for 2020 – from macro to markets…
1. Global economy – have recession seeds been sown…or still ‘later cycle’?
2. Australia – a more stable 2020?
3. 2020 portfolios – staying invested, stay diversified through the late cycle
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Global growth outlook – forecasts firm, leaders weak
World growth and business conditions
World GDPgrowth (%YoY)
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rising to ~3½%
 Low inflation, low
rates supporting
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sharp slowing
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Global growth outlook – fundamentals still good
Jobs markets tight globally
 Unemployment rates
below trend
 Strong support for
consumer spending

 Australia a bit of an
outlier

Sources: RBA, Refinitiv
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Global growth outlook – but geopolitical headwinds...

US tariffs now at a level not seen
since 1971…

 Recent progress on a
‘phase one’ deal
 Little progress on key
areas of tension
 Does Trump need a deal
…late 2019/early 2020?
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Global growth outlook – …& market/political uncertainty
Policy uncertainty at a peak

Sources: UBS, JPMorgan

The last 5 times an inverted
curve signalled a recession, the
Fed was hiking, not cutting
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Global growth outlook – …weighing on industrial activity
Production and exports
continue to weaken
 Global export growth
has stalled…
 Industrial production
approaching ‘flat’

Weak business confidence
leads to a ‘stall’ in activity =>
this can lead to weaker capex
and employment
Sources: BCA
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Global growth outlook – trade wars weigh on fundamentals
There is some risk growth and earnings are already destined to correct

Weak global capex leads to…

…softening jobs markets

Sources: UBS, Haver
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Global growth outlook – US & EU leaders drop
US growth holding near 2%, but
leaders have weakened

EU weak, Germany nearrecessionary conditions

Sources: UBS, Haver
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Global growth outlook – can the good times return?
Most CBs easing since GFC

 Central banks easing to
support growth…
 Most CB easing since the
GFC…

 Could support activity
through 2020
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Global growth outlook – can the good times return?
A conflict for geopolitical supremacy in the 21st century…but some recent progress

But Trump needs a win

…below
which 1st
term
presidents
have lost

Source: BCA
Sources: UBS, Haver
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Global outlook – the numbers (according to UBS)

 Global growth to slip
below 3% in H1 2020…

 But stabilise thru the year
at a 3¼% - 3½% pace.
 DM slows much more
than EM from here

Sources: UBS
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Australian growth and inflation
Australia – growth and inflation drops in H1 2019

Australia – growth slows to
under 2% from > 3%
7

Year-ended growth
Domestic demand

6

Underlying inflation still well
below the RBA’s target
7
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Australia – an improving outlook
Housing stabilisation puts Australia
in a better position ahead
 The election result was a positive
for both business & housing
sectors

 APRA has eased some lending
criteria…easing credit
constraints
 RBA has cut 75bp…adding to
consumer income
 Iron ore > $60 driving fiscal
surplus…scope for fiscal easing
beyond recent tax cuts
Sources: Factset, Core Logic, RBA, UBS
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Australia – an improving outlook
Jobs growth providing support,
but leaders have weakened

 Jobs market has stayed
solid with 2.5% jobs growth
 Leaders have been weaker
 Key to RBA policy and
economy’s outlook

Sources: Factset, RBA, UBS
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Australia – an improving outlook
Business investment remains subdued

 Despite good profits,
corporate investment is soft
 Biz confidence remains
subdued, uncertainty high
 Potential for non-mining
capex to add to growth

Sources: Factset, Core Logic, RBA, UBS
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State economic trends - capex

 WA & QLD led post mining
boom capex slowdown…

 Better trends in NSW and
VIC…signs of a plateau?
 Capex survey suggests nonmining capex should still
be growing

Sources: CBA
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State economic trends - housing
Recent weakness in actual housing investment/completions in NSW & QLD

House prices re-accelerate, NSW & VIC

Source: CBA, UBS, ABS
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State economic trends - retail

 Below expected given tax
and rate cuts
 Trends weakest in NSW
and Victoria where house
price falls are significant
 QLD strong, led by weather
and net migration flows

Sources: UBS, ABS
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State economic trends - unemployment

 UR still rising in QLD & SA,
trending up in NSW & VIC
 Better jobs and retail in
WA & QLD could see fall
 Less state dispersion may
be ahead in 2020-21

Sources: UBS, ABS
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Exchange rates - Australian dollar

 A stabilising global
economy would be
‘negative’ the USD…
 …it would be ‘positive’ for
the AUD
 Trade and fiscal positions
eventually matter
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How are we positioned? – moderately defensively
Trade tension unresolved – we keep our more defensive portfolio position

1.

We are moderately underweight
equities…

2.

…expressed through EM and Europe

3.

We prefer credit over bonds, where
yields are less attractive

4.

We continue to favour adding
alternative investments
…we are looking for the
opportunity to move more positive
for 2020, via stabilising growth
and trade war de-escalation
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Bond yields collapsed…now rising again

Being underweight government bonds
reflects low yields and expensive prices…
…but portfolios still need to have allocations
to bonds, as yields could go lower

23
Source: JPMorgan

Equity market valuations have been rising
Equities not at extremes, but on the expensive side of fair!
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Global earnings outlook solid, Australia modest
2020 valuation less demanding, and earnings outlook lower, but positive

Sources: UBS, 7 November
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Aussie equities – struggling for growth opportunities
No longer ‘cheap’ relative to the world…Aussie co.'s with offshore earnings beat
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Aussie equities – struggling for growth opportunities
Investors should continue to focus on offshore opportunities

 Growth is expensive in
Australia, especially tech
and other structural themes
 Less than 20% of Aussie
companies have mediumterm growth of >10%

 One-quarter to one-half of
global companies have >10%
medium-term growth

Sources: UBS, Bloomberg, Crestone Wealth Management, 20 September
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Asset allocation is the key to successful investing
Allocate efficiently between asset classes with unpredictable performance
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Key messages…
1. We are constructive on global growth
– recent easing of geo-politics could see stabilisation
2. But geopolitics likely to remain firmly on the investment horizon
– later cycle volatility persists
3. Australia is in a better economic position
– but lacks sectors & earnings to outperform long-term
4. State economic divergence could narrow
– housing to drive NSW & Victoria near-term
5. Stay invested, stay diversified
– traditional asset values are challenging, seek ‘alternatives’

“The most important key to successful investing
can be summed up in just two words—asset
allocation”
Leboeuf (University of New Orleans)
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Important information
About this document
This document has been prepared by Crestone Wealth Management Limited (ABN 50 005 311 937, AFS Licence No. 231127) (Crestone Wealth Management). This document and the information contained in it are provided solely for information purposes. It is not to be regarded as
investment research, an offer document, an offer or a solicitation of an offer to enter into any investment activity. To the extent that advice is provided in this document, it is general advice only and has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or
needs (your Personal Circumstances). Before acting on any such general advice, we recommend that you obtain professional advice and consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your Personal Circumstances. If the advice relates to the acquisition, or possible
acquisition of a financial product, you should obtain and consider a Product Disclosure Statement or other disclosure document relating to the financial product before making any decision about whether to acquire it.
Although the information and opinions contained in this document are based on sources we believe to be reliable, to the extent permitted by law, we do not warrant, represent or guarantee, expressly or impliedly, that the information contained in this document is accurate, complete,
reliable or current. This document is subject to change without notice and we are under no obligation to update or keep it current.
This document has been authorised for distribution in Australia only. It is intended for the use of our existing and prospective clients only and may not be distributed or reproduced without consent.
Financial products
Information about the value of financial products in this document may be generated from several sources and we may choose which source to rely on where there are differences between them. If, in our opinion, a financial product is not readily realisable or where it is difficult to obtain
reliable information, we shall determine a valuation acting fairly. As this may not be the precise value at which the financial product can be sold, prices shown should only be used as a general guide.
As past performance is not an indication or guarantee concerning future performance, we make no representation or warranty regarding future performance. The value of and income generated by any financial product in this document can fall as well as rise. Financial products
denominated in a foreign currency are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or negative effect on their value and level of income.
Financial products in this document may have no public market or only an illiquid secondary market. There may be difficulty in purchasing or selling such financial products or determining an appropriate price or value. Where capital protection is offered on a financial product, its value is
linked to the creditworthiness of the issuer and/or guarantor (as applicable), which may change over time. In the event of default by the issuer and/or guarantor of the financial product, the investment in or any income received from such financial products is not guaranteed and you
may get back none of, or less than, what was originally invested.
If a financial product in this document uses leverage or gearing as part of its strategy, a relatively small price movement in its underlying investments or instruments may result in a substantially greater change in the value of the financial product. Leveraged financial product, by their
nature, increase the potential gain or loss to investors resulting from any appreciation or depreciation in the value of their underlying investments and these may occur very quickly.
Disclaimer

Nothing in this statement should be considered as legal, accounting or tax advice. We do not advise on the tax consequence of investments (except to the extent we may be authorised to do so under Tax Agent Services legislation) and you should contact a tax adviser if you have any
questions in this regard.
Crestone Wealth Management, its associated entities, and any of its or their officers, employees and agents (Crestone Group) may receive commissions and distribution fees relating to any financial products referred to in this document. The Crestone Group may also hold, or have
held, interests in any such financial products and may at any time make purchases or sales in them as principal or agent. Crestone Wealth Management may also have (or may have had in the past) a relationship with the issuers of financial products in this document. These
relationships may involve (or may have previously involved) the provision or receipt of financial and other services.
The Crestone Group accepts no liability for any loss or damage relating to the distribution of this document or for any use or reliance on the information contained within it.
In this document, we may refer to employees of Crestone Wealth Management as ‘partners’ or ‘directors’. These are generally corporate titles and are not indicative of the existence of any partnership nor the capacity of these employees to enter into contracts on behalf of or otherwise
bind Crestone Wealth Management or any of its associated entities. If you would like more information about the persons who are authorised to execute documents on behalf of Crestone Wealth Management or its associated entities, please contact our Company Secretary—
company.secretary@crestone.com.au.
If you have any questions concerning this document, please contact your investment adviser.
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